
Guarantee Next Day Policy

Guarantee Next Day Policy

Guarantee next day is valid for weekday orders and only when your caskets is ordered before
noon central standard time. Weekends are not guaranteed for next day, however we usually are
able to accommodate weekend orders.

  

Guarantee Next Day Policy

Guarantee next day is valid for weekday orders and only when your caskets is ordered before
noon central standard time. Weekends are not guaranteed for next day, however we usually are
able to accommodate weekend orders.

  

Casket Showcase provides a comprehensive range of caskets and services Nationwide-
listed below are the many locations that we service.

  

(If you don't see your city, call us for a quote on delivery to the funeral home.)

  

Currently We Have Warehousing in these major cities where you'll see reduced costs
and free shipping on select models. (Call for Details)

  

Houston, Texas

  

San Antonio, Texas

  

New York City, NY

  

Los Angeles, CA
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San Diego, CA

  

Charlotte, NC

  

Cincinnati, OH

  

Miami, FL

  

  

Simply call TOLL FREE (866) 445-5060 to speak to one of our many professional operators that
are available 24 hours a day to attentively assist and address your requirements during this
sensitive time.

  

  

Our goal is to deliver your casket to the location of your choice, with the professionalism and
fast, cost-effective service that you deserve. Our staff is available 24-hours, and is committed to
answering your questions, and guiding you through the purchase and delivery process in an
easy, gentle, and respectful manner during this emotional time.

  

Casket Showcase is your best connection to high-quality, low-priced caskets and other funerary
products and services in the nation. Call us toll-free anytime from the privacy of your home, day
or night, 
Same Day Availability

Casket Showcase is able to provide you with same-day delivery service in Los Angeles County,
within 100 miles of Miami, FL, Cincinnati, OH, Houston Tx, San Antonio, Tx, North Carolina, and
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New York.. However, your order must be placed by 12 noon. Central Standard Time. Please
call our operators today at 866-445-5060 for details.
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